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ABSTRACT 
 
 Da’wah is a duty for all Muslims. The Qur’an as the Muslim’s most authentic book (kitab) provides a basic 
principle of da’wah methodologies (Q, Surah al-Nahl 16-125) to be applied by the Muslim preacher (da’i) in 
da’wah field. This very basic principle of da’wah methodologies however should be accommodated with the 
current situation and also with the background for certain societies. This article therefore tries to explore da’wah 
among non-Muslims in the context of Sri Lanka. The methodology used in developing this article is based on 
literatures related to the subject and also an observation of the da’wah situation in Sri Lanka. This study 
suggests that undertaking da’wah responsibility in Sri Lanka can be applied both individually and collectively 
by using all possible means.   
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Introduction 
 
 Da’wah as an Arabic word literally means to ‘to call’; ‘to summon’; ‘to invite’ and ‘ask to come’ (Hans 
Wehr, 1980). Da’wah is the process of reminding man of his true mission and attempting to bring him back to 
his origin. Thus the mission of all the prophets is made up in this way of reminding their people about their 
destiny to which they were committed. (Shukri, 1987) “Those were the (prophets) who received Allah's 
guidance: copy the guidance they received; Say: ‘No reward for this do I ask of you: this is no less than a 
Message (of reminder) for the nations.’” (6: 90)  
 As Islam is a universal mission, the responsibility is cast upon the Muslim ummah to take charge of the 
leadership the humanity to ensure its spiritual salvation, moral elevation and ethical edification. Thus Quranic 
verses describe it as a middle nation and witness over mankind. (2: 143) and praise it as the best of nations on 
the surface of this earth for this great responsibility placed upon its shoulder. “Ye are the best community that 
hath been raised up for mankind. Ye enjoin right conduct and forbid indecency; and ye believe in Allah.” (3: 
110) After the prophethood, every Muslim who affirms his viceroyalty is entrusted with the obligation of calling 
others to the right path (Sirath al-mustaqeem) because it is one of the basic actors to ensure balance and 
uprightness in the individual and collective life of the man.      
 The Islamic Da’wah function has two dimensions. First is the basic dimension which seems to be lost and it 
aims at bringing non-Muslims who lost the divine anchorage to the spiritual frontier. The next dimension seeks 
to effect a transformation on the Muslim ummah itself, by safeguarding Muslim individuals and community 
from falling prey to tyrannical (taghiyat) values. Shukri (1987) discusses the Da’wah approaches among the 
Muslim community as “Da’wah directed towards this segment of the Muslim society purport to deepen their 
faith, widen their horizons of Islamic learning, enliven their spirit, and reaffirming their commitment to the 
Islamic way of life.” 
 Da’wah is an important duty of the Muslim and it is based on the knowledge and understanding of the 
Qur'an, the Prophet's (S) mission and his method of accomplishing it. It also requires a good understanding of 
the social-political condition of the invitees. Therefore Da’wah acquires principles and needs careful 
considerations in methodology to make this task fruitful. Wrong approach, miscalculation of the situation and 
strategical misjudgment may result in failure in this sacred mission. Therefore, Da’wah is a science with certain 
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nature and scope dealing with knowledge, practices, skills, approaches, methods, techniques, planning and 
programming. A Da’ee must answer the questions related to General principles of the Da’wah, Characteristics 
of Da’wah methods and its kinds, Da’wah programs and priorities, Da’wah stages and reverence to various 
situations, the multitude of the communities, human psychology and sensitiveness in historical and cultural 
traditions of the people,  ways of presentation and use of the aid, how to manage the reactions etc. This is very 
necessary in the contemporary globalized context with its zenith  in science and technology, in which Muslim is 
confronting many challenges. Thus for the Muslim it is imperative that the Da’wah be conducted on the basis of 
intellectual planning and efficient organization.  
 “Say: This is my Way: I call on Allah with sure knowledge, I and whosoever follows me--Glory is to Allah! 
--and I am not of the idolaters. (Al-Qur’an, 12: 108) 
 “Call unto the way of thy Lord with wisdom and fair exhortation, and reason with them in the better way. 
Lo! The Lord is best aware of him who strayeth from His way, and He is Best Aware of those who go aright.” 
(Al-Qur’an, 16: 125) 
 The above Qur’anic verses are the ones which righteous predecessors extract the rules or principles of 
Da’wah from. They address to the Muslims in general and the Prophet in particular as to how to perform 
Da`wah. In it are important commands for the Da’ee to implement. Thus, he/she should learn them, understand 
them, and apply them. "This is my way" The word Sabeel is synonymous with the words Tareeq, Minhaaj, and 
Sunnah.  “clear knowledge" (Baseerah is a term) means clear proofs and evidences (Daleel and Burhaan). 
Therefore, in light of the above, one da’i must be knowledgeable in whatever he is inviting the people to. A 
second condition of Baseerah is that the da`i should be familiar with whom he is giving Da`wah to. This is 
important because having this knowledge may be beneficial in convincing the invitee(s) to the matter, because 
the da`i would know how (or how not) to approach his audience. A third condition of Baseerah is to be 
respectful, polite, humble, and the like, yet not compromising any Islamic principles while conveying the 
Da`wah. The term hikmah (wisdom) implies knowledge with correct understanding in proper perspective and 
value orientation.  
 Even though Da’wah among non-Muslims cannot be treated as an isolated phenomenon,  energies for fresh 
attempt to be devoted to identifying and discussing the conceptual and methodological problems of Da'wah 
among non-Muslims, and their solutions, correctly and fruitfully and planning programmes should be based on 
the above discussion. Unfortunately this aspect of Da’wah among Muslims and mostly seems to be neglected or 
received little attention today. Hence, there is a critical need for expression of the present concepts, approaches, 
methods and their appropriate and correct for Da'wah among non-Muslims, Khurram Murad (2002) describes 
this accurately:  
 “…..At the macro-level, as an Ummah of one billion Muslims or as Muslim countries and nations, the 
objective of Da'wah has no place among our goals and priorities. Almost none of our national resources are 
spent on this immensely important task. Similarly, at the intermediate level of Muslim communities living 
within non-Muslim countries, we live totally indifferent to this primary duty to our neighbours. Neither do we 
make an Islamic impact on them, though we are more than a million strong in some Western countries (more 
than 130 million in India). At the micro-level of smaller Islamic groups and persons, with few exceptions, again, 
Da'wah among non-Muslims command little of our attention, time or resources.”  
 The circumstances leading to this situation can be assumed and summarized from the following 
perspectives (Murad, K., 2002): 
 The state of the Muslim mind and attitude, individual and collective, towards Islam, towards their mission 
of Da’wah to all mankind in fulfillment of that mission reminds as faulty, foggy or diffused and without 
attempting to set it right. 
 How much does the state of actual contemporary Muslim witness, by words and deeds, to Islam witness 
correspond with the reality of Islam?  The witness given by the Muslim Ummah, or Muslim groups, social 
institutions and structures, or the individual person and everywhere, whether in Muslim countries or in non-
Muslim countries have little to do with Islam. Indeed it goes mostly against Islam. With this contradiction 
between Islam and the Muslim example, and with this state of near hypocrisy, how can an average non-Muslim 
feels any attraction towards Islam, let alone choose to follow it?   
 The burden of history both Muslim and non-Muslim abstracts Islamic Da'wah from it is an uphill task. 
Burdens are resulted from misgiving and misunderstanding, of misperception and misrepresentation, of mistrust 
and hostility, of images, both false and true, which seem to have become permanently lodged in hearts and 
minds. Some of them may be genuine, some ill-founded, some deliberately believed and planted. Some may be 
a result of Muslim failures and follies, some of what was done to Muslim by those whom they want to come to 
Islam. Others may be a product of obduracy, born of general human arrogance, greed, self-interest, and envy. 
Some may date back to the days of expansion of early Islam; some may be as recent as the Western colonialism 
of our time.  
 The serious tension is raised between two very important goals that Muslims must pursue simultaneously, 
both a product of history. On the one hand, there is the requirement of building and reinforcing the Muslim 
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sense of identity, self-assurance and confidence. This will need to be done in the face of deep scars left by at 
least three centuries of aggression, subjugation and exploitation of the Muslim Ummah by the West and its 
continuing hostility. On the other, there is the goal of bringing the same West to Islam, which would necessarily 
mean that it would become part of the Muslim Ummah (Qaradawi, 1994).  
 The contemporary situation: Muslims and non-Muslims are locked in conflict over various political, 
economic and ideological interests, both political and ideological. The consequences have a significant impact 
on Da’wah among non-Muslims. How do the continuing interactions and battles hinder or help the cause? Do 
they not reinforce, modify, or distort our own images of ourselves, and of others, and Muslim approaches and 
methods? Do they not serve as blockages on their communication path to Muslim addressees’ hearts and minds? 
How best can Muslim take care of these difficulties, without foregoing their ideological, political and economic 
causes or compromising their interests? 
 
The Muslim Situation in Sri Lanka and Programmes For Da’wah Among Non-Muslim: 
 
 Sri Lanka is an island located strategically in the Indian Ocean. The Arabs and Persians, who played an 
important role in the trade off in the Indian Ocean, cannot avoid the Sri Lankan shores. With the establishment 
of the Islamic empire Arab Muslims became a dominant factor in maritime commercial activities and frequented 
Sri Lanka. As a result, Islam came and a Muslim community rose gradually. The Muslims of Sri Lanka, whose 
forefathers are generally considered to be Arabs, have a history of more than one thousand years. Historically 
the Muslims maintained close ties with local kings and inhabitants of Sri Lanka. The European presence in Sri 
Lanka and colonial powers caused immense grief to Muslims.     
 Sri Lanka is multi-ethnic (Sinhalese, Tamil, Muslim and Burgher) multi-religious (Buddhist, Hindu, Islam 
and Christians), and multi-linguistic (Sinhalese, Tamil and English) in character. According to the 2001 Census, 
the Sinhalese constitute 72% as a majority community of the Island and Tamils constitute 18% as a larger 
minority Community. The Muslims of Sri Lanka are the second minority community next to the Tamils.  
According to the 2001 Census, 7.5% of the total population were Muslims, numbering over one and a half 
million and the Muslims are found spread in all the 25 districts of Sri Lanka, but they do not constitute an 
absolute majority (50%) in any district.   
 In Sri Lanka, Muslims are widely distributed among various other ethnic and religious groups except for the 
one-third of Muslims who are concentrated in large numbers in the Eastern Province.  The rest are scattered 
among the majority Buddhist community. The Muslims used to speak Tamil, the language of Tamils, majority 
of who are Hindus. The rest are Christians. This language has the dominant influence of Hindu religion and 
culture.  But nowadays there is an increase in the number of Muslim students studying in the Sinhalese medium. 
This is the language of the majority Buddhist and is largely influenced by Buddhist religion and cultural 
tradition.  Thus the Muslim child who studies in this medium is exposed to an environment which can have a 
powerful impact on his belief, principle and way of life (Mahroof, M.M.M, 1995). 
 Intermarriages between Muslim and non-Muslims are increasing especially in predominantly Sinhalese 
areas. Christian missionaries also actively engage in their proselytization activities and making an attempt to 
make inroads into the segment of the Muslim community especially in the estate sector, which live in ignorance 
and poverty, without opportunities for religious knowledge and training.  The Western secular culture has its 
powerful impact particularly on the Muslim urban youth.  In a plural society where Muslims are a minority, 
Muslim youth is easily attracted towards these activities.  Muslim weddings, birthday parties and social 
gatherings are increasingly reflecting the Western culture. Joining an organization such as Lions, Jaycees, 
Rotary Toast Markers Club has become a status symbol among educated Muslims (Mahroof, M.M.M, 1990).   
 The anti-Islamic forces such as Qadiyanism and Bahai movement are actively involved in spreading their 
doctrines and beliefs. Muslims are attending educational institutions, gymnasium, playgrounds and social 
gathering which is run and administrated by non-Muslims according to their culture and tradition.  They are also 
greatly influenced by printed and electronic media.  
 Basically Northern and Eastern provinces of Sri Lanka have been neglected by successive Sinhalese 
Governments in the post-independence era.  The injustice inflicted on the Tamil community led them to take up 
arms that resulted in the brutal arms struggle going on for the last two decades. Similarly, as the Tamils are 
becoming the dominant group in the North and East, they deny justice to the Muslims in those areas. 
 Muslims living in the North and East have undergone untold hardships at the hands of Tamil militant 
forces. Hundreds of Muslim youths were abducted and killed, for no other reason than being Muslim. Hundreds 
of people who were in prayer were cowardly shot and killed inside the mosque (Kattankudy). Muslims who 
were returning from pilgrimage to Mecca were waylaid and massacred as well. Muslim women, children and 
Policemen were mercilessly killed in Muslim areas in Alinchipothana,  Akbar pura and Kalmunai respectively. 
The cruelty inflicted on innocent Muslim women and children in these villages surpassed barbarism.  
 In addition, nearly one hundred thousand Muslims were forcibly expelled from the Jaffna Peninsula at 
gunpoint with two hours notice. The security of the Muslims was put at risk even after the Memorandum of 
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Understanding (MOU) signed between the government of Sri Lanka and the LTTE in 2002. Muslims, as a 
result, had to pay a heavy price in Muthur, Valaichenai, and Akkaraipattu. They were brutally killed in the 
presence of the government forces where as their hands were tied due to the MOU.  
 At the same time, Muslims have internal weaknesses and drawbacks despite these challenges. This has 
hindered their ability to confront the external challenges and threats. Selfishness and ideological differences are 
taking the upper hand in the Muslim community that prevents co-ordination and proper leadership. Moreover, 
the present struggle for political leadership has created a widening gap in the Muslim community (Mohan, R.V., 
1987).  
 Muslims are not only backward in general education but also perform poorly in their higher education 
levels. They are in a pathetic situation. In addition, their Islamic knowledge is tied up with past conservative-
orientation unsuitable for the way of common and practical life. They have even given less attention to the 
competition in the field of employment and requirements of qualifications for employment opportunity. Thus 
they have no other alternatives but to accept contemporary non-Islamic economical structure which is very 
interesting-oriented in its system. 
 Considering this background, it can be assumed that Muslims were involved in da’wah among non-
Muslims and it is reflected in increase of the Muslim community in Sri Lanka during the early years. But the 
situations from Christian presence in Sri Lanka exert an important and decisive influence on the community to 
the point that it undergoes ongoing internal conflict compels Muslims to face challenges in various fields that 
are manifold and multifarious ranging from politics to culture.  There is no surprise that these factors have 
considerable influence for Sri Lankan Muslims in their framing of the da’wah strategies and prioritizing da’wah 
among the Muslims to preserve the Islamic identity of Muslim individuals and families. Shukri (1987) argues 
“this has become a matter of urgency because of the ideological challenges faced by the Muslim community of 
Sri Lanka on various fronts. Among the challenges, the following should be assigned a priority: 
1. The environmental influence of un-Islamic nature of the growth and development of the personality of the 
Muslim child. 
2. Challenges of western secular materialistic culture. 
3. Challenges from the heretical sects such as Bahaism and Qadianism. 
4. Christian missionary activities.        
 The da’wah experience in Sri Lanka that is represented by da’wah movements such as Jameth-e-Isami, 
Tableeq Jamaeth and Thowheed Jamath and other institutions mostly focuses on tharbiya and thazkiyya of 
Muslims. These famous da’wah movements seem to work within the folder designed by the founders of these 
movements according to their circumstance.  The vision, contents, methodology and approaches of these 
movements are not suited to Sri Lankan situation and the needs of the Muslims. Hence comparatively much less 
attention is paid for da’wah among non-Muslims.  
 There is no study carried out to measure the Sri Lankan situation, no plan and strategy formulated 
accordingly and no programmes and activities designed for the sake of the da’wah among non-Muslims. The 
ongoing da’wah work of this kind is not up to the mark. It appears to be somewhere casual and in some places 
unsystematic. Some of them are carrying it out occasionally, but in a limited circle and scope. It is not as 
comprehensive as it ought to be. The work can be traced to publishing Islamic materials for non-Muslims in 
their languages (is arguable whether these materials reach them), sending faizal jamaeth (by Tableeq Jamaeth) 
to non-Muslims’ areas for interaction with them, conducting debates with representatives of other religions 
especially Christianity (the objective is win an argument, to score a victory, or to silence an opponent; it is not to 
win and activate a heart, a mind, indeed a life, for the cause of Allah.), organizing interfaith dialogue (mostly 
not for the Da’wah purposes) etc.  
 As has been already observed, these certain realities of the Muslim situation in a minority context remain as 
a crucial factor in this Da’wah activity. Those such as lack of Muslim confidence, ideological differences 
between Islamic activists, sectarian trend, conflicting aspirations between Muslim and non-Muslims, terming 
these Muslims and their movements as 'fundamentalists,' ‘radicalists,' 're-actionaries’ and sometimes [now very 
often calling them] as 'terrorists,' and poisoning the opinion of the masses by electronic and printed media, 
specially by international media,  lack of Islamic knowledge and training specially in this field, contradiction 
between Islamic values and Muslim living example, are some of the barriers to extend Islamic call to non-
Muslims and fulfilling that mission in Sri Lanka.  
 All these factors must be taken into consideration in laying out and framing the Da’wah strategies and in 
thinking about approaches and methods, skills and techniques, because ignoring context will not be a scientific 
and successful way of approaching the issue. Some of the general principles of the methodology are discussed 
here as guidelines in Da’wah among non-Muslims which seem and are believed to suit the Sri Lankan situation. 
 
 Making the starting point and the basic core of our Da’wah total surrender to the One God, the Creator of 
all; accountability in life after death; obeying His Messengers; and building a new world, on this basis, where 
justice will prevail.  
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 Telling people that Da’is are not asking them to change to a rival religion, inviting them to the One God 
and His Messengers as their own religion, whose last revelation was to the Prophet Muhammad, blessings and 
peace be upon him. 
 Building a team of dedicated and devoted Da’i from among Muslim youth and adults for Da’wah work 
among non-Muslims; 
 Not justifying everything done or said by Muslims in the past, or in own times. 
 Besides being educated and knowledgeable, the Da’i must be well behaved; pleasing in manners, soft 
spoken and be eloquent speaker; skillful in answering questions intelligently, impressively and to the point 
whether addressing an individual or a group of people, the intelligentsia or a public meeting; be capable of 
presenting the message with clarity of purpose, categorical assertion and without confusion; be friendly and un-
provocative in attitude; be cooperative and not divisive or hostile, and must have confidence in himself and 
Allah (SWT) Whose cause he is serving and which is uppermost in his mind. 
 Planning and carrying out activities on a uniform and regular basis with set targets to achieve within a 
stipulated frame. 
 Paying concern on capacity building of language and themes that are extremely important for Da’wah. 
 Presenting Islam on positive lines as an alternate way of life to the people of Sri Lanka.  
 Developing social harmony between the communities and establishing good rapport with people. 
 Avoiding the history of conflict at all levels faith, morality, thought, politics, economics, etc. 
 Being kind and compassionate, just and fair, to everyone, irrespective of one's faith, race, colour, or social 
status, and in all situations. 
 
 Keeping in view the above guidelines, the Da’wah programme among non-Muslims can be planned and 
carried out through individual contacts. There are plenty of opportunities. These may be obtained in such as 
incidental meetings, social get-together or friendly contacts etc.  He/she must carry some Da’wah literature - 
books, papers, fliers, magazines, video and audio cassette with him/her along with a copy of the Qur'an. After 
discussion, s/he will diagnose the need of his contacts and give some relevant and effective literature to them for 
studying afterward. The need of literature for Da’wah work will differ from person to person. Literature is the 
tool of the Da’ee to get the Islamic message understood by the people (Murad, K., 2002). Equally, the other 
important tools are his behaviour, character and love for the individual in contact and the humanity at large. 
 An individual Da’ee through the course of his contacts should give personal touches in his growing 
relationship with the contractors. This can be developed through exchange of gifts. Da’ee should take initiative, 
inviting the contactees to his house  or some other suitable place like a restaurant, a park or a picnic and accept 
reciprocal gestures from the contactees with pleasure and open-mindedness. In these situations, through friendly 
conversation in easy-going atmosphere, the Da’ee will develop personal friendship with his contactees that in 
turn, will create trust and confidence in the Da’ee. The walls of formalities must be broken with wisdom while 
maintaining the decency and decorum of the Islamic way of life.  
 Once a contact is initiated with an individual, it must be followed up until it is clear that he is of worth to be 
in touch with. If this is not the case, the Da’ee may switch over to someone else and make him the target of his 
Da’wah effort. It has been noticed that many good contactees from the Da’wah point of view are lost due to 
slackness in follow-up. Equally, it has been observed that many cases that appear very hopeless in the beginning 
turned into good Da’ees or Islamic workers through persistency and regularity in follow up. Regularity in a 
programme always pays off in the long run.  
 Patience and wisdom are the two most important weapons of a Da’ee. S/he is to continue his Da’wah 
activities ceaselessly with endurance, even in extremely hostile circumstances and against unpredictable odds 
that are inevitable landmarks when a Muslim makes genuine efforts towards the fulfillment of the objective of 
his life. A Da’ee must maintain the tranquility of his mind, coolness in his behavior, a smile on his face, 
nobleness in his gestures and temperament, and softness in his language, even in extremely provocative 
situations. He will take the provocative instigations of his addressees as tricks of the devil to involve the Da’ee 
in reciprocal reactions and thus cause incalculable damage to his Da’wah efforts.  
 The collective Da’wah programme is a useful instrument for Da’wah among non-Muslims. The necessity 
of a collective effort arises because the ultimate objective of Da’wah work is to the social change, a task beyond 
the capacity of individuals. The possible varieties of the collective programme are innumerable (Burquth, A.A., 
2005). There are many programmes that are instrumental in the field. There may be many more programmes 
which human ingenuity may devise, develop and resort to in the future. The following programmes may be 
introduced and carried out in Sri Lanka. This task should be undertaken with great zeal and enthusiasm. These 
programmes are essential for the creation of a tempo of Da’wah in every nook and corner of this pragmatic but 
permissive society, where the paramount concepts of faith, for a practical purpose, are lying in obscurity.  
 Under this collective Da’wah programme, a group  of Da’ees contact - through door-to-door campaign. 
They will assemble at an appointed place and have lists of streets an addresses of buildings which they are to 
visit for Da’wah contacts. They will deliver the relevant Da’wah literature or invitation letters for open Da’wah 
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meetings for non-Muslims of particular zone.  They will maintain, observe and follow all the directives and 
instructions already discussed in connection with the Individual Contact Programme. 
 The technique of Da’wah for group contact will be to go from 'door to door', or 'knock the door', going from 
building to building and house to house for extensive Da’wah work, listing the response of each unit on a house-
to-house basis. Through this process, the Da’ees will develop their own directory, streetwise and area wise, in 
due course, with information about thousands of people. This information will be valuable for future Da’wah 
work. Follow-up contacts with those who respond with affirmative must be carried out by the respective groups 
in their respective areas. This should be a regular feature of both the individual and group contact programmes. 
As discussed earlier a Da’ee has to develop 'regular-follow- up' habit as one of his or her characteristics, if he or 
she is to succeed in Da’wah efforts. 
 Open Da’wah meetings for non-Muslims are very essential from the Da’wah point of view. Each meeting 
should be arranged well in advance of the scheduled time. The topic chosen should be suitable to the need of the 
time and the stage of Da’wah. Speakers are arranged. Place and time should be set. Fliers and invitation cards 
should be made available in advance. Prior permission for holding the meeting should be obtained where 
necessary In fact it is preferable that programmes for open Da’wah meetings be made on  a monthly basis in a 
continuous process. This regularity will help in maintaining the temp of Da’wah in the communities. It must be 
a well thought out programme and planned in such a way that the necessary features of Da’wah that the Da’ees 
to communicate or deliver, are brought to the contactees and others within a particular period.  
 The people who are contacted through individual and group contact programmes will be invited to these 
Da’wah meetings to listen to the speeches from experienced Islamic scholars and Da’ees. Different formats of 
these meetings can be arranged and developed; sometimes through lectures/seminars on interesting topics, 
discussion on given subject and theme, get-together over tea, dinner or lunch or picnic, etc.; and sometimes 
through table talk with a limited number of invitees, which may consist five to ten persons, sitting in someone's 
living room, or in some hotel, or somewhere in a public park. It depends on the ingenuity and the choice of the 
Da’ee as to the method he prefers at what time.  
 Every meeting must be conducted and followed by questions and answers, as it is a very effective means of 
understanding the minds of the contactees, and getting the message across.  Da’wah material must be kept ready 
for each participant to take home to study at leisure. Name, address and telephone number of each person 
attending the open Da’wah meetings must be obtained and kept for future reference. A follow-up programme 
must be planned and carried out meticulously, as discussed earlier to get the maximum result out of these 
programmes. It is better to evaluate the programme and analyze the shortcomings and suggest ways and means 
towards improving. Suggestions must be properly recorded discussed and be recommended for future 
implementation. 
 Display of Da’wah material in public places is a very effective means of mass contact. It needs folding 
tables, Da’wah literature, including copies of the Qur'an with its translation in local language, banner, posters, in 
the vicinity of the area where the tables are placed for involve passers-by.   
 One of the programmes is holding of National or International day or week such as ‘Mother Day’ or ‘Anti-
Drug Day’ by on those occasions, by holding seminars, symposiums, lectures and discussions through various 
forums and platforms. Muslims will create the opportunity to invite non-Muslims to listen to the teachings of 
Islam. Muslim scholars will put the correct teachings and the Islamic aspect on the issue. This process is bound 
to open an interesting dialogue among the communities, both at an individual as well as on a mass level. 
Without opening such discussions on a mass level every year at frequent intervals, penetrative Da’wah work 
among masses cannot be fostered. These conferences, seminars and dialogues must be held in the spirit of 
friendship in a cordial atmosphere. No sign of acrimony, revenge or combativeness should be visible under any 
circumstances. 
 Issue oriented programmes are another aspect of Da’wah that needs serious attention of the Da’ee. It has 
the potential of generating an intellectual revolution in the country prior to its acceptance of Islam as a way of 
life. Out of innumerable problems and issues that this country and its people are facing today some need 
immediate attention and just solutions. The issues of alcoholism, drug addiction, AIDS, etc. are moral problems, 
but the nation is trying to find out only their treatment. As such, these problems are multiplying manifold and 
there is no cure in sight. The Muslims must come forward and accept this challenge (Kettani, A., 1979). Muslim 
scholars who have the expertise in different fields are to be contacted and convinced to devote their valuable 
time and energies to do research work in the light of the Qur'an, Hadith, and contemporary literature on the 
relevant topics and produce some readable and thought provoking material for the non-Muslims to ponder over. 
It is a time consuming task. Equally, it must be authentic, scientific and modern in approach, and in total 
conformity with the Qur'an and Sunnah.  
 
 Service to humanity is another very potential programme of direct contact with the people on a person-to-
person basis on a large scale. Through service to humanity in his neighborhood, and in the locality where he 
resides, a person improves his sense of responsibility, develops love for humanity, cultivates a sense of humility 
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and shows that he is not a master but a servant of the people. This kills personal arrogance, feelings of pride and 
keeps a rich person equal to the ordinary citizen of his country (Jonson, S.A., 1984). This creates equality and 
brings the poor and rich together at par. A Da’ee needs these qualities of heart and mind more than anyone else 
in this world. Service to humanity is the best means to cultivate these attributes. This brings the Da’ee very 
close to the person whom he renders humanitarian services. The Da’ee may do it in his individual capacity. 
Later on, when the number of Da’ees increases and gains strength, it will go deeper into the society for 
humanitarian services.  
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